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Abstract content <br> &nbsp; (Max 300 words)
Since the concept was first introduced in 1975, laser cooling of atoms has become a very important tool in
many fields of physics research. Using the combination of on-resonant laser cooling (to provide a velocity
dependant force) and magnetic trapping (to provide a position dependant force) the magneto-optical trap
(MOT) allows the routine production of an atomic samples with a large number of atoms (1010 atoms) at an
extremely low temperature (< 100 μK). This allows researcher to trap, manipulate and probe cold atoms with
relative ease and has lead to many significant contributions to our understanding of atomic and molecular
physics, as well as precision metrology.

At UKZN we have one of the very few cold atom setups in the African continent. The focus of this presented
will the experimental setup of the existing cold atom experiment in UKZN. This will entail the vacuum, laser,
and magnetic field systems used to create the magneto-optical trap. Also presented will by some analysis of
the cold atom setup, such as temperature, size, atomic density, as well as the dynamic properties of the system.
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